Sheer
Driving Pleasure

ORIGINAL BMW ACCESSORIES.
BMW 6 Series GRAN TURISMO, BMW 7 Series,
BMW 8 Series AND BMW X7.

MAXIMUM INDIVIDUALITY:
OUR ACCESSORIES FOR
YOUR BMW.
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You have already proven your personal style when choosing your
BMW. With the matching Original BMW Accessories, you can
tailor your vehicle even more individually to your life and your
requirements.
This catalogue presents you with a selection of highly developed products
that optimally fulfil individual wishes for mobility in every situation. Original
BMW Accessories are perfectly matched to your model in terms of design,
functionality, quality and performance and – just like your vehicle – are
manufactured in uncompromising quality.
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THE MOST IMPORTANT
THING FOR US: YOUR STRONG
APPEARANCE.
Maximum individuality at first glance: Ultra-sporty BMW M Performance Parts
Accessories signalise dynamics beyond the norm. Thanks to the large selection
of Original BMW light alloy wheels, you can individually perfect the driving dynamics
and unmistakable appearance of your BMW down to the last detail. The forged wheels
in particular are artfully crafted masterpieces. They are made of one piece of aluminium
and are weight-optimised using the high-quality flow-forming process.
Original BMW complete wheels are fitted with star-marked tyres and TPMS sensors.
More details are available from your dealer or on the internet.

BMW M PERFORMANCE PARTS
BMW M Performance Parts is the name given to an exclusive accessories programme that allows you
to make your BMW even more sporty. Retrofit components for the drivetrain, suspension, aerodynamics
and cockpit – specifically designed for your vehicle – enable you to personalize the dynamic character
of your BMW. Your BMW dealer will be happy to advise you on these and other BMW M Performance
Parts for many BMW and BMW M models.
1 Pedal covers, stainless steel
Minimalist design, precise workmanship: the
stainless steel pedal covers give the footwell an
unmistakeably dynamic high-tech character.

4 Exterior door mirror covers, carbon
The striking carbon-fibre exterior mirror caps
underscore the vehicle‘s high-tech pedigree,
adding an individual athletic touch.

1 Floor mats
Premium look, outstanding grip: The
M Performance floor mats add an individual
athletic touch to the front footwell, lending
the whole car a more dynamic appearance.

5 Rear spoiler, carbon
Meticulously hand-crafted in 1 % carbon
and weight-optimised, while still offering the
highest stability.

2 Leather/Alcantara steering wheel
The sporty steering wheel with Alcantara-lined
grip area provides excellent feel and grip for a
more direct steering feel. The perfect match:
the steering wheel trim in carbon fibre/leather
and the carbon-fibre gearshift paddles.

1

6 Rear diffuser insert, carbon fibre
The carbon-fibre rear diffuser insert creates an
even more dynamic appearance – and makes
the car‘s muscular look even more impressive.

2

3

3 Kidney grille in black high-gloss,
front air conducting elements and
carbon-fibre Air curtain
The kidney slats and surrounds in high-gloss
black exude power and dynamism. The front
air conducting elements and carbon-fibre
Air curtain emphasise the premium-quality,
dynamic appearance of the car.

5
4

6
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3.1

COMPLETE WHEELS

BMW 6 SERIES GRAN TURISMO AND BMW 7 SERIES

4

1 21" V-spoke style 687
High-quality 21" light alloy wheels in Bicolour Jet Black,
gloss-lathed, with a rolled-steel rim bed.
2 21" Multi-spoke style 629
The high-quality 21" light alloy wheels are in Bicolour Orbit Grey,
gloss-lathed, and feature a rolled-steel rim bed. Also available in
Liquid Black.
3 21" M Performance Double-spoke style 65 M
21" forged wheels, high quality in Bicolour Jet Black,
gloss-lathed (3.1) or Jet Black (3.2) with the M logo.

5

4 19" M Double-spoke style 647 M
The high-quality 19" light alloy wheels in Jet Black with coloured
M Logo lend the vehicle a very sporty appearance with their look.
5 Locking wheel bolts
The reliable wheel bolt locking system features four wheel bolt
locks with special BMW encoding.

3.2
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COMPLETE WHEELS

BMW 8 SERIES CONVERTIBLE AND COUPÉ
1 2 " M Performance Multi-spoke style 732 M
2 " forged wheels, high quality in Bicolour Night Gold,
gloss-lathed and gloss-milled with colour M logo.

1

2 2 " M Performance wheels Y-spoke style 763 M
The high-quality 2 " forged wheels in Frozen Gold matt with
milled M Performance lettering are inspired by motorsport.

1

COMPLETE WHEELS
BMW X7

1 22" M Performance wheels Y-spoke style 785 M
The high-quality 22" forged wheels are designed in Bicolour
Jet Black matt, gloss-lathed, with milled M Performance lettering.

2
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TRAVEL & COMFORT SYSTEM

THE GREATEST OF FEELINGS:
PERFECTION IN EVERY WAY.
Relax on the road – because you are optimally equipped from start to finish.
The Original BMW Accessories for Interior and Travel offer you practical solutions
on a premium level. High-quality materials and millimetre-precise fits guarantee
perfect function and lasting pleasure in design.

The Travel & Comfort System unites a variety of different holders and attachment solutions in one system,
achieving an even higher degree of travel comfort inside the vehicle. The foundation of the system is the basic
carrier (1), which is securely mounted between the headrest pillars. The following system attachments can be
quickly and easily attached to it via a plug-in coupling. Available exclusively for the new BMW X7: the “Travel
& Comfort” option, to which various attachments can be quickly and easily attached to the back of the seat
backrest and smartphones or tablets can be charged using the integrated USB charger.
2 Universal hook
The universal hook for transporting clothing or
lightweight bags can be attached to the basic
carrier or to the “Travel & Comfort” optional
equipment (only BMW X7).
3 Clothes hanger
The BMW clothes hanger makes it possible to
hang pieces of clothing on the rear side of the
backrest. Thanks to the plug-in coupling, it can
be easily attached crash-proof to the separately
available basic carrier or to the “Travel &
Comfort” optional equipment. Thanks to the
hotel function (standard clothes hanger), it
can also be used outside the car.

1

4 Universal holder for tablets
The practical Universal holder is adjustable
and attaches to the separately available basic
carrier or the “Travel & Comfort” optional
equipment. In conjunction with the BMW
Safety Case, it provides secure hold for many
Apple or Samsung tablets from 7 to 11" and
thanks to the 36 ° rotatable frame with angle
adjustment, it can be locked in any desired
position at all times.

2

5 Folding table
With an attractive BMW design, adjustable for
height and angle and featuring an additional
integrated cupholder.

3

5

4
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1 LED torch
The BMW LED torch features an elegant stainless steel design,
very low energy consumption, a lifespan of up to 3,000 charging
cycles and an extremely large lighting range. The powerful
battery can be recharged by simply plugging the torch into a
12-volt on-board socket.

1

2 LED door projectors
When the doors are opened, an individually selected graphic
is projected on the ground adjacent to the vehicle, for perfect
illumination of the entry area.
2

2

3 Travel rug
The high-quality travel blanket with one beige and one dark
brown side is made from 100% superfine Merino wool and
woven in the Jacquard technique.
4 Key case for display key
The perfectly fitting BMW key case in high-quality black leather
‘Nappa’ reliably protects the BMW Display Key against dirt and
scratches.
5 Key case
The perfectly fitted key case, made from high-quality leather
is firmly connected to the key by a stylish metal clip.

3

6.1

6 Floor mats exclusive
Set filigree accents at the front (6.1) and back (6.2) with fine
diamond-shaped embroidery patterns and seams in contrasting
colours. The rear floor mats are connected by a bridge that
rests precisely on the central tunnel. The high-quality and at the
same time durable artificial leather fits perfectly to the contours
of the floor covering and offers optimum protection against dirt,
moisture and wear.
7 All-weather floor mats
The precisely fitting, hard-wearing all-weather floor mats feature
raised edging, an attractive design and protect the front or rear
footwells from damp and dirt. They are black and feature a
stainless steel inlay.
8 Floor liners
The anti-slip, water-resistant and durable BMW floor liner with allround raised border protects the front and rear footwell against
moisture and dirt. In black with stainless steel inlay. A special 3D
format to dovetail perfectly both in terms of look and fit.

4

5

6.2

7
8
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1 Advanced Car Eye 2. 1
BMW Advanced Car Eye 2. is a highly
sensitive full HD camera, which keeps an eye
on what is going on in front of and behind the
vehicle even by night and when it is parked.
Thanks to intelligent radar technology and
G-sensor, disturbances and extraordinary
movement can be detected outside the vehicle
and distinguished from normal movement.
The camera automatically records the situation
in order to document possible accidents or
(attempted) break-ins.
2 Dual USB charging device
The dual USB charging adapter is simply
inserted into the cigarette lighter. This allows
two external mobile devices to be conveniently
charged at the same time.

3 On-ear wireless headphones
The premium on-ear wireless headphones
are specially designed for the BMW rear
entertainment system. Apart from being
incredibly comfortable, the headphones are
also notable for their exceptional sound quality
and attractive BMW design.

1

4 Adapter cable
For individualised listening pleasure, a
compatible device can be integrated into the
car‘s operating system and charged using the
adapter cable.
5 Wireless Charging Station Universal
Thanks to the BMW Wireless Charging Station
Universal the smartphone can be charged
comfortably without a cable – even outside the
vehicle.

1
1

THE BEST FOR TODAY:
THE TECHNOLOGY OF
TOMORROW.
Always reachable, everything under control and at the same time well entertained – this
is how the digital communication, information and entertainment equipment supports
your goals in all ways. Original BMW accessories reach a new level of perfection with
their thoroughly thought-out solutions. Leading technology, simple and convenient
operation and precisely matched connections make the use of these products a relaxed
pleasure.

6 Wireless charging case
The wireless charging cover enables inductive
charging of the Apple iPhone™ 5/5s up to
7/7 Plus. The innovative mobile phone case
is compatible with all Qi-certified charging
devices and also protects the phone.

The permissibility and application of the video recordings depends upon the
laws and regulations of the country in which the camera is used. Please inform
yourself of these laws before your journey. The user is responsible for the
application of the camera system and for compliance with the stipulations of
the country in which it is used.

5

2
3

6
4
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NO MATTER WHERE YOU GO:
YOU HAVE EVERYTHING WITH
YOU.
Whether on the way to a long weekend in a mountain hut or on a trip to the sea – when
it comes to transporting bulky luggage or sporty equipment simply and safely to your
favourite places, you can rely on Original BMW Accessories. Whether roof or rear
carrier, whether surfboard, mountain bike or a briefcase on the back seat – everything
reaches its destination safely and ready for use with you.

ROOF TRANSPORT
The basis for all BMW roof rack mounts are the roof rack and roof cross bars (1), which are matched
to each model. They harmonise perfectly with all BMW roof rack mounts and roof boxes and are
particularly easy to fit. With their stable construction and the anti-theft locking systems, they meet
the highest quality and security requirements.
2 Roof box 32
Can be opened from both sides with triple
central locking. In Black with side panel in
Titanium Silver. 320-litre capacity; fits all
BMW roof rack systems (similar illustration).
3 Roof box 42
420-litre capacity lockable roof box with
double-sided opening system. In Black with
side panel in Titanium Silver, suitable for all
BMW roof rack systems.

1

4 Roof box 520
Black lockable roof box, accessible from
both sides with side panel in Titanium Silver.
520-litre capacity; fits all BMW roof rack
systems. Awarded as „Red Dot Award 2016
Winner“.

2

3

4
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1

1 Ski and snowboard holder extendable at the side
The lockable ski and snowboard carrier that can be extended on
the sides provides secure hold for up to five pairs of skis or four
snowboards and makes it easier to load higher vehicles. It can be
combined with all BMW roof racks and roof cross bars and can
also transport ski poles and meets the highest quality and safety
standards.

6

2 Rear bicycle rack, Pro 2.
The Pro 2. rear bicycle rack is lightweight yet sturdy and
can carry up to 6 kg. Exceptionally easy to use, it carries two
bicycles or e-bikes (can be extended to accommodate three
bicycles). Its tilt function also allows easy access to the luggage
compartment at all times.
3 Racing bicycle holder
The racing cycle holder is suitable for all BMW roof rack systems.
It allows for the secure transport of up to four racing bikes. To
attach the bikes, the quick-release front wheels have to be
removed. The separately available front-wheel holder makes it
possible to fasten these wheels to the BMW roof rack system.

2

4 Touring bicycle holder
Extremely stable lockable touring bicycle holder for securely
transporting a racing, touring or children‘s bicycle or mountain
bike up to 22.5 kg.

5

6

5 Exclusive fitted luggage compartment mat
The exclusive fitted luggage compartment mat made of black
imitation leather with an elegant embroidery pattern and metal
insert reliably protects the luggage compartment from dirt.
6 Fitted luggage compartment mat
Anti-slip, water-resistant mat for protecting the luggage
compartment from dirt and moisture. In black with stainless steel
inlay matching the interior.
7 Folding box
The folding box, with its load capacity of up to 20 kg, can be used
to store smaller items or as a shopping crate. It can be effortlessly
folded and unfolded thanks to Velcro strips, is slip-resistant and
easily stored to save space when not in use. Available in black or
black/red.

3

4

8 Loading sill mat
The durable mat protects the loading sill during loading and
unloading and the luggage compartment from scratches and dirt.
It is attached using moveable hook and loop strips on the rear
fastening points in the luggage compartment. It can also be laid
out as an anti-slip mat in the luggage compartment.

7

9 Electric cooler bag
The attractive electric cooler bag in Black and Anthracite has
a 13-litre capacity. When plugged into the 12 V socket, the
integrated cooling unit reduces the temperature inside the bag
actively.

8

9
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PERSONAL TOUCH: THE
FRESHEST FRAGRANCE
FROM BMW.
BMW Natural Air (1) ensures a fresh interior atmosphere – with essential oils. The holder is
quick and easy to attach and colour-matched to the interior. The fragrance sticks are fluid-free
and interchangeable and there is a choice of six aromas – for example, Sparkling Raindrops and
Energizing Tonic – each manually adjustable for intensity.
BMW Ambient Air (2) also offers an exclusive fragrance experience for the vehicle interior. The
intensity of the high-quality fragrance (available as an option) is controlled by the iDrive Controller.
There are ten multi-faceted fragrances available, divided into five different suites. Each suite has its
own scent room and contains a light (No. 1) and a heavier (No. 2) scent. The scents of dew-covered
green meadows, noble wood notes with the energy of cool forests or refreshing sea surf as well as
nuances of mandarins and grapefruit peels are, for instance, available. The compact, handy shape
of the cartridges makes them easy to install and remove in the glove compartment.

2

CRYSTAL CLEAR CLAIM:
OUR BEST SERVICE.
The specialists at your authorised BMW Service Partner offer true peace of mind
when it comes to servicing and repair. Not only are they highly qualified, but they also
work with state-of-the-art diagnostic equipment and repair technologies. This means
that your vehicle emerges from its service technically and visually as new. Thanks to
BMW Service Inclusive, you only need to think about it once. After that, all included
service and maintenance is covered by a one-time payment. That means carefree
driving pleasure for you.
For more information, please visit: bmw.com/service

1
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ORIGINAL BMW ACCESSORIES AT A GLANCE.
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6 Series

7 Series

8 Series

X7

Gran Turismo

Saloon

Saloon long version

Convertible

Coupé
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Saloon long version
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Locking wheel bolts
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19" M Double-spoke style 647 M

7

1

1
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20" M Performance Multi-spoke style 732 M

8

6

20" M Performance wheels Y-spoke style 763 M

8

5

21" M Performance Double-spoke style 650 M

6

1, 7

1, 7

21" Multi-spoke style 629

6

9, 11

21" V-spoke style 687

6

7

22" M Performance wheels Y-spoke style 785 M
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Adapter cable
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Advanced Car Eye 2.0
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Dual USB charging device
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On-ear wireless headphones
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Wireless charging case
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Wireless Charging Station Universal
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Electric cooler bag
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Exclusive fitted luggage compartment mat
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BMW M PERFORMANCE PARTS
Exterior door mirror covers, carbon

5

•

Floor mats

5

•

Gearshift paddles carbon fibre

5

•

Kidney grille in black high-gloss, front air conducting elements and carbon-fibre Air curtain

5

Leather/Alcantara steering wheel

5

Rear diffuser insert, carbon fibre

5

Rear spoiler, carbon

5

Stainless steel pedal covers*

5

Steering wheel trim, carbon fibre/leather

5

•
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•
•
•

•
•
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All-weather floor mats

13

Ambient Air**

2

Floor liners

13

Floor mats exclusive*

13

Key case

12

Key case for display key

12

LED door projectors
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•
•
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Fitted luggage compartment mat
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Folding box
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Loading sill mat
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Racing cycle holder, lockable
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Rear bicycle rack Pro 2.0
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Roof box 320
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Roof box 420
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Roof box 520
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Roof rack and roof cross bars
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Ski and snowboard holder extendable at the side
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Touring bicycle holder, lockable
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LED torch
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Natural Air
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Travel & Comfort System – basic carrier
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Travel & Comfort System – clothes hanger
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Travel & Comfort System – folding table
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Travel & Comfort System – universal holder for tablets
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Travel & Comfort System – universal hook
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Travel rug
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•

* Vehicle compatibility must be checked in advance.
** Only available in conjunction with optional equipment.
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Colours available for BMW light alloy wheels: 1 = Jet Black; 2 = Jet Black matt; 3 = Reflex Silver; 4 = Ferric Grey; 5 = Frozen Gold matt; 6 = Bicolour Night Gold, milled; 7 = Bicolour Jet Black, gloss-lathed; 8 = Bicolour Jet Black matt, gloss-lathed; 9 = Bicolour Orbit Grey, gloss-lathed; 1 = Bicolour Ferric Grey, gloss-lathed;
11 = Liquid Black

The models illustrated may, in part, include optional equipment and accessories
not fitted as standard. Not all product versions shown. Subject to change in
design, equipment specifications and content.
© BMW AG, Munich/Germany. Not to be reproduced, wholly or in part,
without the written permission of BMW AG, Munich.
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